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Implementing Best Practices
is More Than Just Words
It is important to remain tuned to emerging tools and techniques.
BY GREGORY A. BRAMHAM
The term “best practice” has been used throughout
our industry for several years to describe methods
and processes that are better at delivering quality
information transport systems (ITS). BICSI
recommends global best practices in training courses
and details them throughout educational manuals.
While following BICSI best practices is a must for every
ITS installer, the term has unfortunately become an
overused cliché that many use to describe their services
but that only the best know how to truly implement.
Some consider best practices to be those methods
that their competition deploys and should therefore
be automatically duplicated. Others attempt to deploy
certain best practices without ensuring that their crews
understand the reasons behind them or that they are
consistent and shared among all crews. An ITS provider
that truly understands what it means to implement
best practices is the one who recognizes that knowledge
comes from all levels of an organization and that actual
USE EVALUATIONANDBENCHMARKINGINTHEkELDARECRITICAL
before adopting any new tool or technique. As the
Chinese Philosopher Confucius said more than 2,000
years ago, “I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do
and I understand.”

Deployment Strategies

4RULYDEkNINGANDIMPLEMENTINGBESTPRACTICES
starts with three key strategies: training, consistency and
benchmarking. ITS providers would be wise to follow
these three strategies before implementing or mandating
any practice among crews.

Training
Technicians in the ITS industry should attend BICSI
TRAININGANDBECOMEA")#3)CERTIkED)43)NSTALLEROR
Installer 2. This will help ensure that best practices are
BEINGDEPLOYEDINTHEkELDBYEVERYONETHATREPRESENTS
YOURCOMPANY)TISALSOBENEkCIALFORTECHNICIANSTO
ATTENDMANUFACTURERTRAININGFORSPECIkCTOOLSAND
products. When only one or two technicians receive
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training and attempt to reiterate what they learned to
others in your company, critical steps and information
can be inadvertently omitted.

Consistency
Many ITS providers have multiple crews spread out
in different regional or national locations, which can
make implementing consistency from crew to crew a
challenging endeavor. However, consistency is imperative
to your industry reputation, installed performance and
bottom line. When an ITS provider has 10 different crews
using 10 different techniques, installed performance
CANVARYSIGNIkCANTLYFROMJOBTOJOB ANDITULTIMATELY
appears as though the installations were completed by 10
different companies. ITS providers should therefore bring
their crews to one training location or employ a training
provider that travels to each location, allowing all crews to
learn the same best practices.
Sometimes ITS technicians who are new to a crew
may want to stick with techniques they have been using
for years, which can further impede implementing a new
best practice and maintaining consistency. While change
CANBEDIFkCULTFORATECHNICIANTHATHASCOMEFROMA
different background, it is important to ensure that all
new technicians receive training and work with peers so
THEYCANLEARNANDADOPTYOURCOMPANYSSPECIkCBEST
practices. At the same time, it is important to remember
that new technicians may have knowledge of tools or
TECHNIQUESTHATCOULDBEBENEkCIALTOYOURCOMPANYAS
a whole. To take full advantage of that knowledge, ITS
providers must give technicians simple means to share
information on a companywide level so that all crews
BENEkTFROMTHEKNOWLEDGESET

Benchmarking
Whether it’s a new tool or a new technique, ITS
providers should consider every possible innovation that
may help them ensure best practices. This is best done
through a comprehensive benchmarking process that
uses a structured evaluation approach. Benchmarking

starts with researching new tools and techniques.
Attendance at industry conferences, standards
participation and conversations with other ITS
professionals can help you stay on top of the latest
and greatest tools and techniques that can potentially
enhance best practices among your crews.

7HENASPECIkCTOOLORTECHNIQUEISDEEMEDVIABLE 
LEADFOREMENINTHEkELDSHOULDIMPLEMENTTHETOOLOR
technique and evaluate its impact through careful analysis
and comparison with existing tools and techniques. Those
CONDUCTINGkELDEVALUATIONSALSOSHOULDBEGIVENTHE
means to easily disseminate information to their peers and
to management for further evaluation. Any ITS provider
THATISABLETOCALCULATETHEBENEkTSOFDEPLOYINGACERTAIN
best practice, whether in terms of labor hours saved or
installed performance achieved, will realize that the
practice is worth investing in and implementing.
For benchmarking to be successful, training and
consistency still play a critical role. Anything can be
marketed and sound great, but actual hands-on training
with a new tool or technique is critical. If you give
ANEWTOOLTOkVEDIFFERENTCREWS YOUMAYGETkVE
different results—unless they are properly trained on the
TECHNIQUESANDACTUALBENEkTSINVOLVEDINUSINGTHATTOOL

Bottom Line Impacted
From punch-down tools to bend radius control,
there are many tools and techniques in our industry that
ITS providers can identify, evaluate and implement to
help save labor, increase accuracy and improve installed
performance—all of which ultimately impact the bottom
line. One example of a tool or technique that impacts
the bottom line is a cabling installation system, which
is designed to systemize and control the various tasks
associated with the actual installation of the cable. These
tools conserve time and materials, maintain minimum
bend radius, reduce errors, and ensure consistent
installation practices from crew to crew.
ITS installers need to remain aware and diligent at
all times when pulling cable, and a cabling installation
system can help them do that. For example, a constant
setup technique typically has to be maintained when
pulling cable, and a cabling installation system manages
that setup almost as if it were another technician working
with the crew. A cabling installation system also provides
the means for technicians to easily maintain proper
tensile pressure, control bend radius, and keep a natural
separation of cables as they are being pulled into the
pathway, which are all critical to achieving installed

Your next AV installation couldn't be easier.
Tired of specialty cables and complex programming?
Simplify your installation and satisfy your customers with SP Controls' Pixie and CatLinc.

Pixie is a simple, in-wall
projector remote control
designed for simple
installation and
configuration. This
all-in-one controller
works with any
projector and
configures in

seconds.

CatLinc is a Cat-5 inline
transmitter and receiver for
all signal formats, available
in VGA, composite,
S-Video and component
video flavors. A true
cable replacement,
CatLinc is terminated
using standard
Cat-5 cable.

On your next projector installation, give Pixie and CatLinc a try.
You won't find a better value, a simpler installation or a more satisfied customer.
For more information on the Pixie and CatLinc products, call
SP Controls at 877.367.8444 or visit us at spcontrols.com.
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A Broader Effect
For some ITS providers, it is not just about
implementing best practices during installation and
kNDINGTHERIGHTTOOLORTECHNIQUEFORTHEJOB)TALSOHAS
a lot to do with your overall corporate culture and how
implementing best practices can have a broader impact
THATBENEkTSANENTIREORGANIZATION
For example, a cabling installation system can affect
ACCOUNTINGANDCASHlOWBECAUSEJOBSARECOMPLETEDAND
invoiced faster. Estimators can be more aggressive and
lEXIBLEONPRICINGBECAUSEACABLING
installation system can reduce labor
costs. Marketing can now target
the fast-growing “green” market
segment because the improved
process provided by a cabling
installation system can help divert
SIGNIkCANTCABLINGWASTEFROM
LANDkLLS!CCORDINGLY WHENANEW
INNOVATIONISADOPTEDINTHEkELD 
training does not stop with the
TECHNICIANSINTHEkELDBUTREQUIRES
every department to learn about
how best practices impact their jobs
and mission.
While successful ITS providers
know what it means to truly
implement best practices and
not just say they do, they also
know that every job is different
and must be properly assessed to
determine the best practice for
the environment. Because there’s
always a right tool or technique
for a job, ITS providers must
remain tuned in to all the tools
and techniques available in our
industry. While not every tool and
technique warrants being adopted
as a best practice, successful ITS
providers understand that there’s
always going to be something that
comes along that will improve
how they do their job. With that
attitude, and the willingness to
continually research and evaluate
new tools and techniques, ITS
providers can continually enhance
and improve their best practices.
When the right tool or technique
is discovered, ITS providers can
promote its implementation to
customers and use it as an edge
against the competition. 
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ITS-Jobs.com is the most comprehensive career
& recruiting site for the telecommunications
& ITS industry. Visit www.its-jobs.com today
& advance your career tomorrow!
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